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Measuring environmental factors can enhance the search
for disease causing genes?
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The value of the concurrent measurement of environmental
factors in studies aimed at the discovery of disease causing
genes has been questioned on the grounds that such an
approach fails to increase study power. This report discusses
the issue and shows with examples from the recent literature
that the examination of a gene disease association within an
environmental subgroup can provide enhanced opportunities
for detecting gene effects. The concurrent collection of
environmental as well as genetic factors in studies of disease
aetiology may enhance study informativeness and validity in
several ways, including an increase in the power of the study
to detect gene disease associations.

T

he draft of the human genome sequence greatly
enhances the prospect of identifying genes that contribute to complex disease.1 However, for most common
diseases, individual genetic contributions are unlikely to be
large. For example, a review of cancer epidemiology noted
that only a few genetic polymorphisms seem to change risk
substantially, with systematic meta-analyses revealing that
many genes involved in the metabolism of mutagens have no
or small effects, with summary odds ratios for polymorphisms less than two.2 In addition, gene effects are embedded in
complex causal systems that include environmental, behavioural, and developmental factors. Identifying individual
gene effects has been difficult, and most reports have not
held up under scrutiny.3 One response to this lack of success
has been the adoption of population based studies that
incorporate environmental as well as genetic measures—the
argument for the approach resting on the availability of
concurrent environmental measures with this design. The
value of such studies has been questioned,4 an important
element of the argument being that power to identify
environmental or genetic effects is not increased in this
way. An important assertion in support of this case is:—
‘‘Even if there are subgroups of genetically susceptible
individuals, and the size of effect associated with an
environmental exposure varies with genotype, the direction
of this effect is unlikely to vary with genotype. This lack of
variation limits the gain in statistical power’’.4 We have
examined the recent literature and show that marked
variation in effect between strata has been observed to occur
more frequently than might have been anticipated, and that
this scenario, at least in relation to the direction of genetic
associations within environmental strata, has already been
encountered in human studies with an observable gain in
power resulting from stratification.

RESULTS
Table 1 shows results from a recent study investigating
relations between low birth weight, maternal smoking, and
the CYP1A1 gene.5 Previous to this study, maternal smoking

had been well established as a risk factor for low birth
weight.6 The CYP1A1 gene was considered a candidate for
influencing birth weight among smokers because it controls a
metabolic enzyme for chemicals in cigarette smoke.7 A priori,
we would expect any gene polymorphism to exert its
strongest influence in mothers who smoke.
This proved to be true as shown in table 1.
While there is no significant association between birth
weight and genotype in an anlaysis unstratified by smoking
status (p = 0.972), there is a significant genotype-birth
weight association among babies of smoking mothers
(p = 0.016). Stratification for the environmental measure
has increased power because the magnitude of the association is much stronger among mothers who smoke, thus
revealing an association.
Another study shows a similar pattern.8 The disease is
Parkinson’s disease, with a putative environmental risk
factor—exposure to pesticides.9 The authors genotyped six
polymorphisms in four genes, which code for glutathione
transferases (GSTs). GST enzymes are part of the widespread
glutathione system for xenobiotic detoxification but it is not
yet known if inter-individual differences in handling
toxicants are attributable to polymorphisms of the genes
coding the enzymes themselves or of the genes coding for the
receptors or transcription factors that regulate enzyme
expression.10
Among the pesticide exposed group, there was a significant
association with one of the six polymorphisms (p = 0.004)
but no significant association overall (p = 0.370) (table 2).
The magnitude of the association in the exposed group is
more than fourfold that of the association overall (table 2). A
third example is provided by a recent study investigating
relations between antisocial behaviour, childhood maltreatment, and a common polymorphism in a neurotransmitter
metabolising enzyme monoamine oxidase A (MAOA) that
influences expression levels of the enzyme (table 3).11 The
environmental factor, childhood maltreatment, is a well
known risk factor for antisocial behaviour.12 Increased
aggression has been observed in MAOA knockout mice,13
and human antisocial behaviour is associated with a rare
mutation that prevents production of any enzyme.14 However,
prior evidence concerning the relation between the common
regulatory polymorphism and antisocial behaviours was
inconclusive. Using linear regression analysis, the study
found no significant overall effect of the polymorphism on
antisocial behaviour (p = 0.89), the effect of the polymorphism was significantly modified by childhood maltreatment
(p = 0.01).11 Again, the gene-disease association would not
have been revealed without examining the environmental
exposure. Among people who were mistreated as children,
the low MAOA activity variant was associated with a
Abbreviations: GST, glutathione transferase; MAOA, monoamine
oxidase A
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Maternal smoking
status during
pregnancy
All mothers

Smoking mothers
only

Maternal CYP1A1
genotype

Number of babies
,2500 g

Number of babies
>2500 g

AA
Aa or aa

91
68

334
248

AA
Aa or aa

18
22

57
27

Odds ratio
(p value)*
1.01
(p = 0.972)
2.58
(p = 0.016)

*p Values calculated using Woolf’s formula for the standard error of the log odds ratio.22

Table 2 An association between a polymorphism in the GSTP1 gene and Parkinson’s
disease is strongest in the subgroup of subjects exposed to pesticides8
Exposure status
All subjects

Subjects exposed to
pesticides only

GSTP1 genotype at
codon 105

Parkinson’s
disease cases

Controls

Ile/Ile
Ile/Val, Val/Val

33
62

39
56

Ile/Ile
Ile/Val, Val/Val

7
32

14
12

Odds ratio
(p value)*
1.31
(p = 0.0.370)
5.33 (p = 0.004)
22

*p Values calculated using Woolf’s formula for the standard error of the log odds ratio.

significant increase in antisocial behaviour (change in
standardised score of 0.64, p = 0.02). Among people who
were not mistreated, the low MAOA activity variant tended to
be associated with a decrease in antisocial behaviour (change
in score of 20.17, p = 0.14). For this gene the direction of the
effect differed by environmental exposure (table 3). Similar
findings of differences in direction of an environmental effect
in different variant carriers, or different genotype effects within
different environmental strata, have been reported in other
recent publications.15 16 In one of these examples, a polymorphism for alcohol dehydrogenase was associated with different effects on HDL cholesterol at different levels of alcohol
consumption.15 In the second, risk of obesity associated
with carbohydrate consumption differed between carriers of
alternative polymorphisms for the b2 adrenoceptor gene.16

DISCUSSION
In the examples cited, the inclusion of measures of both
environmental factors and genes has enhanced the search for
gene-disease or environment-disease associations by increasing statistical power. That is, even though the sample size
was smaller within the environmental subgroups, the larger
magnitude of the gene effect under specific environmental
conditions enabled the gene-disease association to be
detected. This finding of a different gene-disease association
in different strata of the environmental factor is consistent
with research in other species. The phenotypes that constitute

many classic ‘‘mutations’’ in Drosophila and other species are
in fact the result of genotype-environment interactions. Their
expression depends on factors such as temperature and diet.
The importance of such interactions in naturally occurring
variation has long been understood by evolutionary biologists17–19 and there is no clear reason why humans should be
an exception.
The evidence from the human examples presented here
suggests that the broader inclusion of environmental
measures in genetic studies, aimed at gene discovery, may
be justified even if statistical power only is considered. Other
issues, although not the focus of this paper, also support a
move towards the inclusion of environmental measures in
population based genetic studies. A consideration of the
environmental contexts in which genetic susceptibility is
suspected to be most evident could lead to confirmation of a
hypothesised gene-environment interaction and thus may
increase the confidence that the genetic or environmental
factor under study is a true cause of the disease. This will
assist in the identification of genuine gene-disease associations, in a field where false positive genetic association
studies have been a major problem.3 Environmental determinants of disease may also confound gene-disease associations
and where negative confounding occurs the association will
be obscured. Without concurrent measures of these environmental factors adequate control for confounding will not be
possible.

Table 3 The effect of MAOA activity on antisocial behaviour depends on childhood
history of maltreatment (p = 0.01 for interaction)11
Childhood maltreatment
status

Increase in standardised antisocial behaviour
score among subjects with low MAOA activity
levels compared with other subjects*

p Value for change
in behaviour score

All subjects (n = 442)
None (64%)
Probable (28%)
Severe (8%)

0.01
20.17
0.17
0.64

p = 0.89
p = 0.14
p = 0.11
p = 0.02

*The antisocial behaviour score has been standardised over the entire group of 442 subjects to have a mean of 0
and standard deviation of 1; p values calculated using t tests
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Table 1 An association between maternal CYP1A1 genotype and low birth weight is
only observed in the subgroup of babies born to mothers who smoke during pregnancy5
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The future search for genes within a context that includes
environmental factors as covariates may involve different
research strategies. If environmental data are difficult to
obtain retrospectively, cohort studies, such as BioBank UK,
will be required.20 Recognition of the potential importance of
including environmental factors in genetic studies has also
led to the development of new analytical methods for gene
linkage studies that include environmental information.21
In conclusion, epidemiologists and others involved in
human studies should be aware that the concurrent collection of environmental as well as genetic data in studies of
disease aetiology could enhance study informativeness and
validity in several ways, including a possible increase in
statistical power. A focus on very large population based
genetic studies without consideration of the environmental
context may not provide the level of study informativeness
required to identify and understand how genes contribute to
disease.
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